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Adsorbate-induced reconstruction and overlayer structures of sulfur on Ir„110…: An STM study
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The adsorption of sulfur on the Ir~110! surface was investigated by scanning tunnel microscopy, low energy
electron diffraction~LEED!, and Auger electron spectroscopy. Upon annealing to 700–1000 K, sulfur induces
a missing-row reconstruction of the substrate at minimum coverages of 0.1560.05 ML ~Monolayer!. At 0.5
ML sulfur coverage ap(232)-2S structure withp2mg symmetry is observed, which is compatible with an
earlier LEED analysis of that structure. At higher coverages up to saturation, ac(234)-6Sstructure develops
for which a structural model is proposed. At saturation coverage, the LEED pattern exhibits additional streaks

at 1
4 positions in the@ 1̄10# azimuth. The streaks are due to sulfur dimers in a second adsorbate layer, which can

be desorbed by annealing at 1100 K. Surprisingly, the atoms in the dimers seem to be located in on-top

positions over sulfur atoms of the first layer, leading to long-range order in the@ 1̄10# direction only.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We investigated the adsorption of sulfur on the Ir~110!
surface by means of scanning tunneling microscopy~STM!,
low-energy electron diffraction~LEED!, and Auger electron
spectroscopy~AES!. The adsorption of electronegative a
sorbates like sulfur on catalytically active surfaces is imp
tant both with respect to poisoning of the catalytic reactio1

and with respect to adsorbate induced reconstructions.2

The structure of the clean Ir~110! surface has been cha
acterized previously by LEED,3,4 low-energy ion-scattering
analysis,5,6 He-atom diffraction,7 and STM.8,9 Whereas in the
early LEED studies a (132) missing-row model was found
to agree best with the data,4 the structure remained contro
versial until an STM study revealed the stabilization v
~331! minifacets,8 which was corroborated by othe
studies.7,9 This structure is also compatible with the ion sc
tering experiments, where a ‘‘streaked (133)’’ LEED pat-
tern was observed,5,6 and the ion-scattering data were inte
preted in terms of a (133) missing-row model coexisting
with unreconstructed (131) patches.6

For sulfur adsorption on Ir~110! two LEED studies exist
so far,10,11 where ap(232)-2S structure withp2mg sym-
metry was reported at 0.5 ML coverage, and a structu
model on the basis of aI (V) analysis was provided.11 Since
sulfur was adsorbed on a (132) reconstructed Ir~110! sur-
face in those studies, apparently no effect on the subs
reconstruction was observed.

In the present paper we show that sulfur indeed lifts
faceted reconstruction of the substrate and induce
(132) missing-row structure. At sulfur coverages near
ML a p(232)-2S overlayer develops on the missing-ro
reconstructed surface and the STM data agree well with
model proposed in the previous LEED studies. Near sat
tion coverage, ac(234) structure is observed that was a
ready mentioned in an early LEED study, but without assi
ing a structural model.10 Such a model is developed on th
basis of the STM data.
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~7!/4681~5!/$15.00
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II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were performed in an ultrahigh-vacu
system with a background pressure in the low 10211 mbar
range. The sample used in the present paper was the sam
the one used previously in some of the ion-scatter
experiments.5 It was cleaned in a separate preparation cha
ber by repeated cycles of 500 eV Ar1 ion bombardement
~sample current approximtely 5mA! and subsequent annea
ing at 1000 K for 10– 15 min. The sample was then analyz
in a different chamber by STM, LEED, and AES. The crys
was regarded as clean when no contaminations could be
tected by AES, and a well-defined LEED pattern with sha
spots and low background was observed. Also in the STM
significant amounts of protrusions or depressions that ma
possible contaminants could be detected. After cleaning
sample, sulfur was adsorbed at the surface at room temp
ture via backfilling the preparation chamber with H2S gas at
a total pressure in the 1028 mbar range. The surface wa
found to be saturated after adsorption of approximately 1
~1 L51.3331026 mbar3sec! H2S. Further exposure to 10
L H2S did not increase the sulfur signal in the AE spect
Absolute sulfur coverages are determined by comparing
respective AE signals with that of the saturated surfa
which corresponds to 0.75 ML as will be shown below. B
cause of the good reproducibility, we believe this calibrati
to be exact within60.05 ML.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An STM image of the clean surface is shown in Fig.
where also the corresponding ball model is depicted. Si
the LEED pattern@Fig. 2~a!# consists of facet spots only, i
exhibits a complexI (V) behavior when the spots move to
wards their respective~0,0! beams upon increasing the pr
mary beam energy. The zero-order spots of the~331! and
(331̄) facets are not visible on the screen at normal incide
@normal incidence refers to the~110! plane#. At certain ener-
4681 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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gies the pattern resembles a (133) structure due to coinci
dence of the facet spots.8,9

After sulfur adsorption, no changes in the LEED patte
were observed apart from a higher background. Becaus
the small average size of the~331! facets, no long-range
ordering detectable by LEED would be expected at t
stage. Upon annealing to 700–1000 K the LEED patt
gradually converts to a well ordered (132) structure after
low-sulfur exposures of approximately 2 L@Fig. 2~b!#.
Lower exposures were not sufficient for developing a we
ordered (132) pattern. At exposures of approximately 4
a p(232) pattern with characteristic beam extinctions
dicative for a glide-plane symmetry is observed, as show
Fig. 2~c!. Increasing the exposure further up to saturati
the pattern changes to ac(234) structure with slightly
higher background, which can be reduced by subsequen
nealing to 600–900 K@Fig. 2~d!#. After annealing, additiona

FIG. 1. ~left panel! STM image of the clean, faceted Ir~110!
surface,~2503250! Å 2, Ut50.1 V, I t51.0 nA. A section along
@100# across several ‘‘grooves’’ is shown in the upper-right pan
The sides of the ridges are~331! facets, as depicted in the ba
model ~lower-right panel!.

FIG. 2. LEED pattern of the Ir~110! surface.~a! Clean surface,
the spot splitting is due to the superposition of beams from differ
facets, electron energy 90 eV.~b! (132) pattern of the sulfur-
stabilized missing-row reconstructed surface at low-sulfur cov
ages, electron energy 72 eV.~c! p(232)-2S structure at 0.5 ML
sulfur coverage, electron energy 75 eV.~d! c(234)-6Sstructure of
the sulfur saturated surface, electron energy 89 eV. The contra
enhanced in order to show the faint streaks between the spots
of

s
n

-

in
,

n-

weak streaks appear in the@ 1̄10# azimuth@indicated in Fig.
2~d!#, as was previously reported.10

In Fig. 3 Auger spectra for the clean surface and af
exposure to approximately 2 L H2S are shown. The sulfu
coverage is 0.1560.05 ML, calibrated using a spectrum o
the fully developedp(232)-2S structure~see below!. The
shoulder on the low-energy side of the Ir~154 eV! peak and
the slight increase of the Ir~154 eV! peak are indicative of
sulfur adsorption. At lower coverages than shown here,
fur may be difficult to detect. However, lower coverag
were not sufficient to induce a (132) structure, so that it is
questionable, if the reported (132) structure of Ir~110! in
the past was due to sulfur contamination. Since the amo
of sulfur necessary for such a restructuring is well above
sensitivity limit of AES measurements, we consider sul
contaminations unlikely, although to our knowledge, on
the very first Ir~110! study shows an AE spectrum.3 In the
spectrum shown in that study, clearly no S contaminatio
sufficient for a (132) restructuring are present. The on
possible contamination detectable in the published spect
may be Si, which induces a (132) reconstruction, too.12 We
note, however, that the authors of Ref. 3 report the prese
of an imperfect (132) structure with streaked extra spots
some of their experiments. These features can in hindsigh
attributed to facet spots, indicating a reasonably clean Ir~110!
surface.

Note that our AE spectra of the sulfurized surface exh
two peaks at 149 eV and 154 eV~the latter overlaps with an
Ir peak of the same energy, which can be eliminated
subtraction of a spectrum of the clean surface! which can be
attributed to sulfur, whereas the S LMM peak was repor
to consist of a single peak at 153 eV.13 Whether this fine-
structure is due to different sulfur bonding sites or due to
deexitation of the initial sulfur core hole via the substra
valence band, as was proposed for several sulfur/metal
sorbate systems,14 will be the subject of further experiments
At the present stage we see no indication for different bo
ing sites from our STM data.

.

t

r-

is

FIG. 3. AE spectra of the clean surface and after exposur
approximately 2 L H2S. In the lower part thedN(E)/dE signal is
displayed, the upper part shows the integralN(E) spectra. The
spectra are smoothed using a Savitzky-Golay filter~Ref. 21! with a
4 eV window. Primary beam energy is 5 keV.
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Figure 4~a! shows an STM image of a terrace after a
sorption of 2 L H2S and subsequent annealing at 1000 K, a
only a somewhat ‘‘noisy’’ missing-row structure with som
additional atoms near the ridges of the@ 1̄10# rows can be
seen, which can be attributed to sulfur. This noise is

FIG. 4. STM images of the missing-row reconstructed Ir~110!

surface with varying sulfur coverage. The@ 1̄10#-direction in all
images runs along the diagonal from the lower left to the up
right. ~a! Noisy image, possibly due to mobile sulfur. The sulf
atoms have not yet formed larger domains~65 Å)2, Ut5250 mV,
I t515 nA. ~b! ‘‘Clean’’ part of the surface with resolved missing
row structure~50 Å)2, Ut5220 mV, I t515 nA. ~c! Fully devel-
oped p(232)-2S structure at 0.5 ML~95 Å)2, Ut5900 mV, I t

51 nA. ~d! High-resolution image of thec(234) structure near
saturation coverage~37335! Å 2, Ut52900 mV, I t50.1 nA. Note
the three pairs of atoms in the lower-right corner~indicated by
boxes! which are brighter~higher! than the others. The height dif
ference corresponds to approximately. 0.4 Å.~e! c(234) structure
at saturation coverage. The surface is almost completely covere
additional dimers@brighter atoms of panel~d!#, which are ordered

in the @ 1̄10# direction, but long-range order in@001# is missing.~67
Å) 2, Ut5210 mV, I t53 nA. ~f! The surface of~e! after annealing
at 1100 K. Most of the dimers are desorbed, only a single one is
in the middle of the image, located on a smallc(234) domain. The
surrounding areas have converted back to thep(232) structure. A
position is marked where an additional sulfur atom is incorpora
in the adsorbate layer.~100 Å)2, Ut52900 mV, I t51 nA.
-
d

t

found on clean parts of the surface, where the structure of
substrate can be clearly resolved, as shown in Fig. 4~b!. Ob-
viously, the diffusion of the sulfur atoms is too fast to allo
stable imaging at low coverages.

As the coverage increases, the S atoms coalesce to la
islands, and finally a fully developedp(232) structure at
0.5 ML coverage is obtained, as shown in Fig. 4~c!. The
sulfur adsorbs in zig-zag rows along the@ 1̄10# direction,
with neighboring rows being in phase, so that the sulf
sulfur distance along@001# ~i.e., across the zig-zag rows! is
always the same. In previous LEED studies, several mo
with p2mg symmetry were proposed~Fig. 5! for the
p(232) structure.10,11 In addition, a model withp1g1 sym-
metry with equal domain sizes was considered.10 The latter
can directly be ruled out by our STM observations, sin
only one domain is found in the experiments. Of thep2mg
models shown in Fig. 5, model ‘‘C’’ can be discarded simply
by measuring the lateral distances between the S atom
images like Fig. 4~c!. The width of the zig-zag rows in the
@001# direction in that model is too narrow compared to t
experiment. From images like Fig. 4~a! and when some sul
fur atoms have already coalesced to small islands, it is s
that sulfur adsorbs near the top of the ridges of the miss
row structure, and not in the troughs between them. Furth
more, the troughs between the zig-zag rows in Fig. 4~c! are
quite deep~0.6 Å!, which would not be expected for mode
‘‘ B’ ’ . Additionly, since the Ir atoms on the ridges of th
missing-row structure would be exposed in the structu
shown in models ‘‘B’’ and ‘‘ C,’’ they should be visible in
atomically resolved STM images, which is not the ca
Hence, only model ‘‘A’’ is compatible with the STM data, in
agreement with the LEED study.

The quoted arguments imply a simplistic image interp
tation, in the sense that each ‘‘bump’’ in the STM images
attributed to an atom. For single sulfur atoms, this is p
dicted by theoretical calculations,15–17 and is also in agree
ment with several previous STM studies, e.g., see Ref.
and 18. For dense adsorbate overlayers, however, inte
ence effects may occur, as has been nicely demonstrate
Ref. 19. In the present experiments we have no evidence
such interference effects, since the observed contrast rem
the same, regardless of overlayer structure, tunneling par
eters, or the tip used. Thus we feel encouraged to apply
mentioned simple interpretation to the images presen
here. We note, however, that occasionally the glide-pla
symmetry was lost in some images of thep(232) structure,

r
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ft

d

FIG. 5. Three possible models of thep(232)-2Sstructure with
p2mg symmetry. Model A is compatible with the STM data@com-
pare Fig. 4~c!#.
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as reported for the CO/Ni~110! system.20 However, since the
beam extinctions in the LEED pattern clearly indicate suc
symmetry, we believe this to be an artifact.

At saturation coverage ac(234) structure is formed, ac
companied by additional pairs of sulfur atoms~which we call
‘‘dimers’’ for simplicity ! in a second adsorbate layer, as d
cussed in the following@Figs. 4~d! and 4~e!#. The dimers
have a minimum separation of four nearest-neighbor sp

ings in the @ 1̄10# direction, whereas long-range order
@001# is missing. Obviously, the dimers cause the additio

streaks in the LEED pattern at 1/4 positions in@ 1̄10# @Fig.
2~d!#.

Figure 4~d! shows thec(234) structure in detail. The
displayed section corresponds to a part of the surface th
not completely covered by the additional dimers. In the i
age, only three dimers are present, indicated by boxes.
clearly seen that thec(234) unit mesh is formed by the
same zig-zag rows as thep(232) mesh, but now they are in
antiphase. Strikingly, the atoms of the dimers differ only
their apparent height from the other sulfur atoms, wher
their lateral~in-plane! coordinates are positions of thec(2
34) unit mesh. That means that they are either outw
buckled sulfur atoms of thec(234) structure, or they may
be sulfur atoms in a second adsorbate layer adsorbed i
on-top position over sulfur atoms of the first adsorbate lay
The latter structure seems quite unusual, since it involve
energetically unfavorable on-top position, but experimen
evidence suggests that indeed the latter model may be
correct one: First, the apparent height of the dimers is
proximately 0.4 Å, which is in good agreement with expe
mental findings for S/Ni~100!.18 The observed height differ
ence seems quite large for a mere buckling effect, and he
may indicate a real double-layer structure. This argumen
of course, rather weak, since apparent heights in STM
ages are known to be determined by electronic effects,
may not necessarily scale with geometric heights. The s
ond, and more important, argument is that the number of
dimers scales with the sulfur AE signal~although we have
not tried to verify if the relation is strictly linear!. In fact, the
AE signal of the saturated surface, corresponding to a m
mum number of dimers as in Fig. 4~e!, is 1.5 times the one o
the completep(232) structure, thus equals 0.75 ML, if a
tenuation effects of the AE signal are discarded@Fig. 6~a!#.

Given that the dimers indeed are adsorbed in a sec
layer, one can assume that the binding may be weaker c
pared to the sulfur atoms in the first layer. Hence, the dim
may be less thermally stable, and may be desorbed by h
ing. This is, in fact, experimentally observed upon heat
the saturated surface to approximately 1100 K

The streaks in the LEED pattern of thec(234) structure
vanish and the pattern converts back to ap(232), accom-
panied by a decrease of the sulfur AE signal by a factor
approximately 0.67@see Fig. 6~a!#. STM images taken afte
cooling to room temperature show large domains of
p(232) structure, with only some small residualc(234)
patches that are decorated by a few dimers, as in Fig. 4~f!. In
the figure a single dimer is left, sitting on a localc(234)
domain. At the position indicated by the arrow, also the s
from a p(232) to a c(234) structure is seen on a loca
scale: At this position an additional sulfur atom is incorp
a
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rated in the first adsorbate layer, which induces a shift of
zig-zag rows, so that they are in antiphase for thec(234)
structure. Since this leads to a closer approach of the su
atoms of two adjacent zig-zag rows, this structure may
considered as energetically unfavorable, which would
plain why it is only observed in the presence of the dime
which apparently act as stabilizers for thec(234) structure.

The simple double-layer model, as shown in Fig. 6~b!, is
compatible with the experimental data, though it involves
unusual on-top sites for the dimer atoms. We note, howe
that we never observed asingleatom in an on-top position
so that some interaction between the dimer atoms seem
be crucial. The lack of long-range order of the dimer stru
tures in @001# @Fig. 4~e!# is easily explained by the mode
since along this direction, the available on-top positons s
by a lattice constant in@ 1̄10#. This shift can be either in the

@ 1̄10# direction or in the@11̄0# direction, leading to more or
less randomly meandering bands of dimers. Also the exp
mentally observed saturation coverage of 0.75 ML agr
well with the model: At saturation, the dimers contribute
maximum of 0.25 ML to the total coverage, which yield
0.75 ML together with the 0.5 ML of the first adsorba
layer.

We note that the detailed conversion mechanism betw
thep(232) and thec(234) structure cannot be revealed b
the STM images shown here. Although images like Fig. 4~f!
suggest that additional sulfur atoms induce a shift along

@ 1̄10# direction, this could also be a ‘‘side effect.’’ A secon
mechanism may be that every other zig-zag row flips aro
the @ 1̄10# axis along the ridges of the missing-row structu
The latter scenario would not need any mass transport in

FIG. 6. ~a! AE spectra@N(E), primary beam energy 5 keV#
after heating the saturated surface to different temperatures. A s
trum of the clean surface is subtracted from each curve to yield
sulfur signal only. A significant decrease of the sulfur signal can
noticed only after annealing to 1100 K. A second anneal at 110
does not lead to further changes. The ratio of the area under the
and 1100 K curves is 1.5, consistent with a coverage of 0.75
and 0.5 ML for thec(234) and p(232) structure, respectively
@see panel~b!#. ~b! Schematic model of thec(234)-6Sstructure.
Only first layer Ir atoms~white! and sulfur atoms in the first~dark
grey! and second~light grey! adsorbate layer are shown. The sulf
atoms in the second adsorbate layer~dimers! contribute 0.25 ML to
the coverage at saturation.
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@ 1̄10# direction, but requires an intermediate adsorption
lower coordinated sites, e.g., a short-bride site on the rid
Whichever of the two possible mechanisms is energetic
more favorable, should be revealed by theoretical calc
tions. A hint could be the noise that is always found in
gions where ap(232)/c(234) conversion takes plac
@e.g., in Fig. 4~f!, above the dimer in@ 1̄10##: There is evi-
dence that the noise is due to sulfur atoms moving betw
two neighboring fcc sites. This means that they appare
do not cross the ridges, i.e., the first mechanism with m
transport in the@ 1̄10# direction would then be the correc
one.

IV. SUMMARY

In conclusion, the adsorption of approximately 0.1560.05
ML sulfur on the clean Ir~110! surface lifts the faceted re
construction of the substrate and induces a (132) missing-
row reconstruction. This deconstruction is thermally ac
vated, and is completed within a few minutes at temperatu
of 1000 K. At sulfur coverages near 0.5 ML, ap(2
32)-2Soverlayer structure with sulfur adsorbed in zig-z
rows along@ 1̄10# is observed, in agreement with previou
reports. The structural model derived by a quantitative LE
study11 agrees well with the present STM data, i.e., sul
adsorbs over an fcc site formed by two first layer atoms
one second layer atom of the substrate.
o

e

t
s.
y
-

n
y
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s

d

Near saturation coverage, the structure of sulfur
Ir~110! consists of zig-zag rows of sulfur similar to thep(2
32) structure at 0.5 ML. The difference is a shift by
nearest-neighbor distance in the@ 1̄10# direction between two
adjacent rows, so that they are in antiphase, leading t
c(234) configuration. This structure is suggested to be s
bilized by sulfur dimers in a second adsorbate layer, sitt
in on-top positions over first layer sulfur atoms. The fact th
only pairs of sulfur atoms~the dimers! have been observed i
this adsorption site, suggests that single S atoms are
stable in the on-top configuration. The dimers have a mini
spacing of four nearest-neighbor distances in the@ 1̄10# di-
rection and thus contribute 0.25 ML to the coverage at sa
ration, giving a saturation coverage of 0.75 ML. They sho
no long-range ordering in@001# due to the on-top position
which explains why in thec(234) LEED pattern only faint
additional streaks at 1/4 positions in the@ 1̄10# direction are
seen. The dimers can be desorbed at temperatures h
than 1000 K. The surface then converts back to thep(2
32) structure. Detailed structural data provided by furth
experimental studies would be useful to test the propo
on-top adsorption geometry of the dimer atoms.
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